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ABSTRACT: The pyramid of Merkine,
in
the southern part of Lithuania in 2002, began within the Lithuanian
Roman Catholic milieu only to develop years later into an independent
religious movement. In this article, I analyze the history and development of the pyramid in light of changes affecting religions in Lithuania
during the last twenty-five years of religious liberty. I will examine the
binding relationship of religion, nationalism, and resistance in Lithuania
as the Pyramid of Merkine_ became a place of spiritual pilgrimage, connecting the religious life of Communist and post-Communist Lithuanian
society.
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T

he sociopolitical changes in Eastern and Central Europe beginning in the late 1980s following the demise of the Soviet Union
touched all aspects of society. On the macro level, the implementation of religious freedom in many post-socialist countries ensured
the right to believe in and practice one’s faith both individually and in
the public sphere. The religious revival that occurred in the decade after
the dissolution of the Soviet Union increased religious practice and
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post-Communist identification with national churches.1 In post-socialist
societies, Soviet-enforced secularization was deconstructed in what sociologist of religion Titus Hjelm described as a ‘‘movement away from the
secular—of public space and discourse.’’2 This desecularization process
manifested itself through the emergence of religious diversity, reestablishment of minority religions, and establishment of new religious
communities. Sociologist Eileen Barker has rightly observed the difficulties of coping with religious diversity within post-Communist societies,
especially where the religious landscape is usually dominated by the
national church.3 After the first ten years of religious revival, other social
processes, more common to Western societies—religious privatization
and individualization—could be observed in Eastern and Central
Europe4 within the so-called New Age or ‘‘spirituality milieu’’ in former
socialist societies.5 As such, the social and religious phenomena involving the Pyramid of Merkine_ can serve as a case study for the religious
privatization and individualization process in post-socialist Lithuania.
In 2002, the Pyramid of Merkine_ 6 was constructed in southern
_
Lithuania by Povilas Žekas
and became part of the spirituality milieu.7
The story of the pyramid, which extends back to the 1990s, conforms to
the pattern of religious resurgence and the relationship between religion and nationalism. The pyramid reveals developments in Lithuania’s
religious landscape, including the shift away from religious revival
toward the return of religion to the public sphere, then to the more
privatized and individualized religion of everyday life. The Pyramid of
Merkine_ also illustrates changes in religious life in Lithuania, from the
(traditional) religious to the spiritual—i.e., relocating authority from
religious organizations to individual human beings.8
In what follows, I will discuss the origins of the social phenomena
_ analyze the teachings of its creator,
involving the Pyramid of Merkine,
consider the socio-historical context for the pyramid’s formation, and
locate the movement within the regional context of the spirituality
milieu. I argue that the Pyramid of Merkine_ is a new religious phenomenon that illustrates the changes affecting religions in Lithuania and
other post-socialist Eastern and Central European countries since the
fall of the Iron Curtain.9
_
POVILAS ŽEKAS
AND THE BIRTH OF A NEW RELIGION
_
Povilas Žekas
(b. 1983) was an only child, raised in Alytus in southern
Lithuania. He spent much of his childhood with his maternal grandmother on the homestead where the pyramid would be erected.10
_
According to Žekas,
his grandmother was a religious person who provided him with knowledge of Catholicism. On 19 August 1990, during
Mass, the 7-year-old heard the voice of his guardian angel for the first
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time, and that night he had a vision of a column of light coming from
heaven and landing in the middle of a meadow on his grandmother’s
_
farm. The angel pronounced it to be a special place, which Žekas
later
explained was due to the energy conveyed to it by the column of light. As
_
a child, Žekas
became accustomed to these kinds of conversations with
his guardian angel and did not feel afraid, even when, in later revelations, he was told that these communications were actually with God.11
In her book, When God Talks Back, anthropologist Tanya Luhrmann
has argued that ‘‘people learn to recognize God’s voice through rules that
are socially taught and collectively shared, but also in ways that are private,
individual and unique.’’12 From his grandmother, the family’s primary
_
keeper of religious tradition, Žekas
learned to recognize God in his
thoughts and to see God’s existence around him. His closeness to his
_
grandmother and her Catholicism made Žekas’
visions more real to their
relatives, reducing their skepticism about the phenomenon’s origin.
_
Žekas’
first vision occurred at a time when several important events
were happening in Lithuania. The non-violent ‘‘Singing Revolution,’’13
for instance, was part of the national awakening movements in
Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia (1987–1991). In Lithuania, which
declared independence from the Soviet Union in March 1990, this
national awakening involved religious revival. Roman Catholic churches
_
were filled with people praying for their country, and Žekas
recalled
being surrounded by people praying in church the first time he heard
the voice of his guardian angel.14 In the atmosphere of religious revival,
many people converted, returned to Catholicism, or started intensive
Catholic and other religious practices. The numbers of believers, particularly Catholic believers, increased rapidly.15
These years also were marked by religious diversity. Many
Lithuanians had not been taught Catholic doctrine due to Soviet restrictions on religion. Religious revival encouraged the public emergence of
diverse religious beliefs, and one could meet people praying the rosaries
even while holding esoteric beliefs and practices. Diversity also manifested itself through the emergence of new religions founded by locals as
well as brought into Lithuania by missionaries.
The Lithuanian Catholic Church’s role during the Soviet period led
to the intertwining of religious revival with national awakening.16
Although religion had been removed from Soviet public life, Roman
Catholicism in Lithuania had continued in people’s private lives, helping many to deal with the Soviet reality. Catholicism enjoyed the reemergence of public expression in the 1990s, but after a decade religion
reverted back to again being a private matter, reopening the gap
between public expression and individual practice. For some people,
the Pyramid of Merkine_ assisted in the bridging of this gap, offering
religious experience based on belief, practice, and community—without
institutional structure.
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Photo 1. Geodesic Dome of Merkin_e . Courtesy of Milda Ališauskien_e .

As the twentieth century gave way to a new millennium, construction
of the pyramid in 2002 would coincide with a decade of socio-political
and economic transformations, including the country’s engagement in
international alliances such as NATO and the European Union. The
Catholic Church participated in this public and political life, even while
drawing boundaries to exclude those individuals and institutions that
did not comply with Church teaching, including the Pyramid of
_
Merkine.
Seven years after the pyramid’s construction, in the spring of 2009,
_
Žekas
received a revelation that the pyramid should be covered by a glass
geodesic dome, which prompted opposition from Lithuanian authorities, who said that such a building would be illegal according to laws
regulating construction in the territories of national parks. Government
opposition worked to consolidate followers within the Pyramid of
Merkine_ community, and several thousand visitor signatures were gathered to support the dome’s construction. It was built later that year, and
the group that helped in this effort would later be registered as a public
_
association, officially establishing the community of Žekas’
followers. In
June 2010, the association’s website reported that people gathering
inside the dome had, in accordance with the 2009 revelation, received
the Holy Spirit.
After a series of court hearings, the judge decided the dome could
stay and thus the conflict caused by the erection of the pyramid’s glass
geodesic dome was resolved for the moment. In 2012, an official road
sign indicating the direction towards the pyramid was constructed on
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the closest highway, thus legitimizing the pyramid as a place of cultural
attraction and ending the legal fight for its existence.
_
In 2015, Žekas
completed the obligations spelled out in his visions
with the opening of a small chapel dedicated to the guardian angel. The
opening ceremony attracted not only several hundred followers but also
the media, and the latter’s depictions of the Pyramid of Merkine_ and its
founder, descriptions which had begun immediately following the pyramid’s construction, should not be underestimated. Reporters covering
the discourse surrounding the 2012 Phenomenon17—the expectation,
according to a particular set of beliefs, that the world was to experience
cataclysmic events on December 21 of that year—gave special attention
_
to Žekas’
recommendations on how to survive the apocalypse. In turn,
_
Žekas
used the media, including websites and social networks, to disseminate his ideas and doctrines, and provide information on the pyramid,
including how to behave inside it. He insisted, though, that experiences
within the pyramid differ according to the spiritual state of each person,
hence visitors should act as they feel appropriate.
This history suggests that the construction of the pyramid and events
surrounding it may be interpreted sociologically as the birth of a new
religion, which according to the widely used definition, includes organizations characterized as both sect and cult types.18 The typical definition of a sect includes a group’s relation to a larger religious group or
_ Žekas’
_
tradition. In the case of the Pyramid of Merkine,
teachings and
symbols employ traditional Roman Catholic words and phrases.19 He
considered himself Catholic when he had his first visions, and he subsequently interpreted them within that tradition. The Lithuanian Catholic
hierarchy, however, highlighted the discrepancies between Catholicism
and the Pyramid of Merkine_ spirituality. Standard definitions of a cult
describe a loosely structured group, lacking in permanence, with a focus
on a charismatic leader. From its inception, Pyramid of Merkine_ spiri_
tuality and Povilas Žekas’
leadership have combined to propel the movement from a loose structure towards a legally established organization.
_
Žekas’
charisma and the community’s doctrine, practices and organization have allowed for the identification of Pyramid of Merkine_ spiritu_
ality as a new religion. In what follows, I explore Žekas’
teachings and
their recent developments.
_
ŽEKAS’
TEACHING
_
_
_ 20 is
A 2004 book authored by Žekas
and his mother, Onute_ Žekien
e,
one of the primary written sources about his revelations, though his
website offers other materials about his revelations and his answers to
visitors’ questions. The first part of the book contains his biography,
written by his mother, presented within the framework of a standard
40
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hagiography in the Christian tradition. It describes his life and various
_
special events revealing his peculiarity or holiness. Žekas’
mother explains that he was recognized as a special child who was interested in
the heavens, and she had to find a book on astronomy to answer his
questions. His education was passed to his grandmother, who knew how
to explain difficult matters to a child and introduced him to theology.
These descriptions of his childhood are reminiscent of the biographies
of other religious leaders.21 Hagiographical references to childhood
emphasize and legitimize the person’s uniqueness and importance,
making the leader distinctive in the eyes of believers and thus contrib_
uting to the constructed charisma. By all accounts, Žekas
seems to fit
these normative accounts.
The second part of the book is organized into questions and answers,
_
with questions asked by Žekas
and answers given by God. His mother
uses many common Christian words such as God the Father, God the
Son, Trinity, angels, guardian angel, hell, and revelation, but her telling
of creation is somewhat different from the two biblical versions in
Genesis 1 and 2, and she describes the stages of revelation and the role
played by the pyramid in saving humanity. Every section concludes with,
‘‘This is the word of God,’’22 a declaration commonly used by Catholics
after reading from the Bible during the liturgy. Such connections to
Christianity are possibly a legitimizing strategy in a social environment
dominated by Catholicism, but it is also true that Catholicism was pre_
dominant in Žekas’
family and social milieu. An important part of
Catholicism is the Virgin Mary, considered to be very close to people,
visiting them through apparitions during difficult times, particularly the
_
does not
Soviet period.23 It should be noted that in his teaching Žekas
emphasize her as an important figure,24 distinguishing his perception of
Roman Catholicism from the one that is lived by common people in
Lithuania.
_
It is difficult to systematize Žekas’
teachings, as he claims he is still
receiving revelations from God. Following the typology of sociologist Roy
Wallis, the Pyramid of Merkine_ and its doctrine may be located between
world-affirming and world-accommodating, in accordance with its ‘‘orientation to the world.’’25 World-affirming religious movements emphasize
human potential and offer techniques that enable people to reach their
_ visitors are invited to strengthen
aims in life. At the Pyramid of Merkine,
their spiritual health and thus help themselves in everyday life. While the
practices themselves do not directly enable people to reach their goals,
they might be considered as enabling people to cope with everyday stress
and anxiety. World-accommodating religious movements provide inspiration for inner (spiritual) life, but they have limited implications for the
way this life should be lived. Throughout its existence, the Pyramid of
Merkine_ has encouraged the interior life, and its loosely structured
community and vague relations with visitors, including those who
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possibly have had experiences within the pyramid, place it closer to
Wallis’ world-accommodating type of religious movement.
_
Two important aspects of Žekas’
theology are the location of God
and the perception of the end times. He explains that God is inside each
person, and everyone can obtain a relationship with Him. At the end of
time, souls will travel to one entity—God—reconnecting every soul to
the Spirit. The Spirit will join the Lord of the Solar System (the Lord
Christ), who will join the Lord of the Galaxy, who in turn will join the
_
God of the World (who communicates with Žekas),
who will reunite with
the God of Universe, who in turn will join God the Father.26
_
In 2011, Žekas’
dialogue with God was published on the Pyramid of
Merkine_ website, followed by a text on virtues and vices27 with practical
_
applications of teachings for everyday life. During his visions, Žekas’
questioned God about certain Christian virtues and vices, and the answers he received explained which behaviors should be considered sinful or would be touched by the working of karma. Some of the teachings
encouraged sexual relationships within marriage, monogamy, and more
social education on homosexuality, which does not inhibit spiritual
growth. The essay condemns pedophilia as a sin and ‘‘societal illness,’’28
while incest, homicide, alcoholism, drugs and family violence should be
_
fought against because they harm the soul. In general, Žekas
addresses
sensitive issues also addressed by the Catholic Church, particularly with
respect to sexuality and family life, although his approach is more moderate and does not emphasize celibacy, stressing that family life does not
take away from spiritual development and there is no need for monasticism or clerical celibacy.

CONSTRUCTION OF A SACRED PLACE: THE PYRAMID
AND GEODESIC DOME
During my research on the pyramid in early 2010, I met a woman who
came with her husband and grandchildren, who seemed to enjoy playing in the open space around the pyramid and inside the dome. After
several attempts to calm them down, the woman used a stronger voice.
‘‘You must be quiet; this is a sacred place.’’ The children did not get the
message, but her words led me to wonder how the sacredness of this
space was constructed and when it became sacred. Construction appears
to have resulted from continuous and varying interactions of visitors with
_
the pyramid, including Žekas
and his family, and people’s absorption of
the family’s narratives about the powers of the pyramid.
The symbol of a pyramid derives from ancient civilizations including
Egypt, Peru, and Central America. Pyramids usually had two purposes—
as a burial place and as an altar for worship.29 Ancient pyramids usually
were square-based, with triangular sides made of mud bricks and later of
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stone. The Egyptian pyramids have attracted the most scholarly and
religious attention, with attempts ‘‘to impose metaphysical and cosmological meaning upon the Great Pyramid.’’30 These attempts date back
to the 1830s, when British mathematician John Taylor and Scottish
astronomer Charles Piazza Smyth claimed that the Great Pyramid
embodied divine revelation and prophecy.31 Later claims gave rise to
pyramidology and attracted the attention of Christian millenarian movements. According to J. Gordon Melton, the prophecy of late-nineteenthcentury Jehovah’s Witnesses framer Charles Taze Russell (1852–1916)
about the Second Coming of Christ was actually grounded in the claims
of pyramidologists. Currently, interest in the Great Pyramid is reflected
in the teachings of Jessica Dao, leader of the Pyramid of Light movement
based in Sydney. Dao teaches that a pyramid is ‘‘a symbol of ascension,
a manifestation of heaven on the physical earth plane through Selfrealization and God-realization for those souls who are seeking a higher
consciousness.’’ The Great Pyramid ‘‘is believed to be an energy portal
connecting the earth plane to Sirius where many souls and the Egyptian
Gods reside. It is a connection of Heaven and Earth.’’32
Later pyramidology theorists developed the idea of extraterrestrial
influence on pyramid construction, but the 1970s New Age movement
took a fresh interest in pyramids with the idea of the ‘‘possible existence
of an unknown energy concentration in pyramidical structures.’’33
Czech radio engineer Karl Drbal, for example, patented his invention
of a pyramid that could sharpen razor blades. Alexander Golod34
recently constructed a 144-foot-high pyramid near Moscow that is
believed to have special powers to aid in healing, increase medicinal
properties, and reduce radioactivity. Pyramids for individual use are
widely sold on the Internet; the majority are constructed of metal,35
though Golod constructed his from fiberglass.
While pyramids believed to have spiritual powers are frequently
_
square-based—and in Žekas’
vision God the Father told him that the
pyramid in Lithuania was a divine place with the power to heal both
spiritually and physically—36 the Pyramid of Merkine_ is triangle-based
with triangular sides. It is constructed of aluminum, with two crosses
_
made of a secret metal alloy according to information given to Žekas
_
during his revelations. (See Photo 2.) According to Žekas’
mother, this
revelation caused difficulty because it meant that contractors could not
use more readily available metals for the alloy and had to follow the
revealed measurements and the angle of pyramid placement. Special
attention was given to the cross inside the pyramid because according to
the revelation it was surrounded by special sounds from nature.
The sides of the pyramid are devoted to the three persons of the
Trinity, and instructions in every corner explain what a visitor should
feel in relation to each member of the Trinity at that spot. Close to the
wall devoted to the Holy Spirit is a container with holy water supposed to
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Photo 2. The Pyramid of Merkin_e . Courtesy of Milda Ališauskien_e .

heal certain illnesses. The flooring embraces three colored circles, with
a heart represented in the center.
Inside, a visitor can easily get the impression of being in a Catholic
shrine, and visitors I interviewed reported that the imagery prompted
them to compare the pyramid with a Catholic place of worship. Juozas,
a 71-year-old male, said he felt ‘‘a more direct relation to God, without
any intermediary.’’ Neringa, a 42-year-old female who said the pyramid
was associated with the Trinity, remarked that she felt ‘‘the same here as
during the Eucharist in church.’’ Visitors are instructed to spend some
time by the pyramid in the dome and later to enter it. ‘‘This order of
presence in the pyramid helps to disclose its qualities and enables a person not only to visually look around but also to think, express personal
intentions, ask God for help, and to feel spiritual exaltation.’’37
At the end of a large meadow behind the glass dome stand three
carved wooden crosses representing the Trinity, with images of a dove
(Holy Spirit), an eye (Holy Father), and a cross with a heart (Holy Son).
These symbols are widely used in Catholicism in Lithuania.38 (See Photo 3.)
The crosses and pyramid are connected by a walking path through the
_
meadow. On one side of the path, Žekas
built a hill to mark the place
where energy first descended in the early 1990s; on the other side, he
constructed a wooden arbor with a cross in it, naming it the Space of
Gratitude. Behind the arbor stands an old cross commemorating the
_
Soviet resistance. According to Žekas,
the arbor was built on the site of
a hiding place during the first years of Soviet occupation. His grandfather’s two brothers were shot for their involvement in the resistance
44
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Photo 3. The Three Carved Wooden Crosses. Courtesy of Milda Ališauskien_e .

_ To
movement and later buried in the common grave in Merkine.
commemorate lost relatives, the family placed a metal cross on the
site, visible to everyone entering the arbor, which already has become
a sacred place for visitors, who leave behind devotional artifacts—
crosses, rosaries, pictures of Catholic saints. (See Photo 4.) This practice
_
resonates with lived Catholicism in Lithuania, and Žekas
explained that
the family could not control these spontaneous practices and did not
want to interfere with them.39
_
In 2015, Žekas
dedicated the final sacred place of the pyramid—
a glass chapel with the figure of a guardian angel in the middle.40
_
(See Photo 5.) It reminded Žekas
of his visions, and he dedicated it to
all the guardian angels that in succession have protected the grounds.
Outside, a wooden entrance gate reads: ‘‘You are beginning without
_
end—I am eternity.’’ Žekas
said these gates should remind those who
enter of their relationship with God, including those who may have
forgotten and need practice to restore it.41

_
THE CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING ŽEKAS’
FOLLOWERS,
CURIOUS VISITORS, AND TOURISTS
The Pyramid of Merkine_ can be understood as a social construction
of a new sacred tradition, associated with a particular place and based on
_
_
interaction between Žekas
and visitors. As founder, Žekas
contributes to
the construction of meaning through his writings and oral explanations.
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Photo 4. The Cross with Devotional Artifacts. Courtesy of Milda Ališauskien_e .

This construction is dynamic, continuously changing with contemporary
events and the individuals who come to the pyramid. Visitors contribute
to this social construction through their participation and their innovation of new doctrines and practices, and they contribute to the sacredness of this place by talking to their families and friends, who later come
to visit. As well, they provide material support, working to preserve and
legitimize the place with such government assistance as road signs and
the addition of the site to the list of places to visit in the country.
During the times I visited the pyramid, the majority of visitors were
middle-aged or older Lithuanians, and families sometimes came with
grandparents, parents, and children. There were usually ten to fifteen
people wandering around, with three to five cars in the parking lot in
addition to those belonging to the owners. In my interview with him in
46
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Photo 5. The Figure of the Guardian Angel. Courtesy of Milda Ališauskien_e .

_
2016, Žekas
stated that the number of visitors fluctuated with the seasons, attracting thousands during the summertime as opposed to the
winter.42 Visitors are a highly diverse group of people—representing
different social backgrounds in education, family status, and work—who
are attracted for reasons ranging from a spiritual search and/or healing
to mere recreation. I distinguished three particular types of visitors:
_
Žekas’
followers, curious visitors, and tourists.43
Ž_e kas’ followers were the smallest group, well-acquainted with the
place and the ideas of its founder, who return at least a few times per
_
year. They knew the members of Žekas’
family quite well and usually had
encountered the powers of the pyramid in some form. These followers
_
surrounded Žekas
during hard times, for instance supporting him when
the state accused him of illegally constructing the dome. He described
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these people with the Lithuanian word bičiuliai—fellows.44 They felt
confident inside the pyramid and knew how to behave inside it without
the instructions provided at the entrance. They had many stories about
how the pyramid’s powers had changed their lives or those of people
they knew. They also were members of the virtual community of the
_ communicating via the website and social media.
Pyramid of Merkine,
Curious visitors included those who came because they had heard
about the pyramid from friends or family; some referred to media
reports as their main source of information.45 Many had heard of the
pyramid’s powers and wanted to test it for themselves. They came on
their own or with families and friends, spending time at the pyramid and
often visiting other spiritual places in the area.46 They usually walked in
small groups, reading the instructions carefully while sometimes appearing uncomfortable inside the pyramid, unsure how to behave. They
sometimes watched and mimicked the behavior of other people. They
used the pyramid yet did not relate to it personally or feel any sense of
attachment. Their relationships to the pyramid were ‘‘characterized by
largely instrumental purposes’’ that brought them ‘‘into association with
other members.’’47 The visitors I spoke with engaged in prayer or meditation, and in doing so were using the pyramid for instrumental purposes—whether for spiritual or physical healing, or something else.
Tourists—both national and international—usually came in buses
journeying through the region of southern Lithuania called Dzūkija.
Sometimes, they stopped to visit the pyramid on their way to the river
Merkys that passes by a prominent place for canoeing. These groups had
guides, and their behavior depended on their guides’ stories. Some
visitors were concerned about the pyramid’s powers and worried
whether the pyramid might be harmful; rather than go inside, they stood
outside while their fellow travelers explored within.
Visitors and followers shared with me that their individual experiences
within the pyramid had led them to further spiritual journeys and
prompted them to return to the pyramid. These individual experiences,
other surrounding narratives and constructions of the sacred place all
seem to constitute a process of conversion, of becoming an adherent of
the pyramid phenomenon. They seemed to follow the steps described by
sociologists John Lofland and Rodney Stark.48 According to the typical
narrative, a follower had a problem that led them to search for an answer
in religion; the Catholic Church either could not provide a sufficient
solution or was not considered a relevant source of answers; and the
follower came to the pyramid hoping to find help. For these followers,
experiences within the pyramid helped rid them of their problems or at
least reduce their tensions, encouraging them to return to the pyramid
again and again.
The question of whether the pyramid of Merkine_ phenomenon will
evolve into a separate religious organization or continue as a spiritual
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attraction makes it difficult to define membership or whether there is
any conversion process to become a member. According to sociologist
James A. Beckford, a religious group might attract certain types of members, such as a devotee or an adept. The devotee is characterized by high
commitment to the group, full devotion to the group’s values and teaching, and a feeling of material security within the group. These commitments reduce ‘‘the significance in their lives of bonds to people who are
not fellow-members.’’ I did not meet any visitors who might fit the dev_
otee type, although close relatives of Žekas
might be partly attributed to
this group. The adept member tempers a high degree of group involvement with life beyond the group. Most followers that I met related
_
themselves to Žekas
and his ideas but showed no signs of disconnecting
from their social context.49

THE PYRAMID AND ITS BATTLEFIELDS
The history of the Pyramid of Merkine_ above reveals several important points about Roman Catholic resistance against the Soviet regime in
Lithuania. Resistance manifested itself through the continuation of lived
religion in places forbidden by Soviet authorities, keeping symbols such
as crosses and pictures of saints in the home, and listening to Vatican
radio. During my research, I noticed a number of religious and national
_
symbols inside Žekas’
residence—pictures of Jesus, Mary, and Pope
Benedict XVI, and a Lithuanian flag standing in a corner along with
several burning candles. (See photos 6 and 7). These symbols were quite
common in many Lithuanian homes during the Soviet period, especially
in rural areas where people listened to radio broadcasts from the United
States and the Vatican. An examination of this resistance may be helpful
_
in further analyzing the Pyramid of Merkine.
Soviet authorities were antagonistic toward and took actions against
the public display of religion, endeavoring to control the spaces of lived
religion. One such place was the Hill of Crosses in northern Lithuania
near the city of Šiauliai. Lithuanians tell stories of Soviet authorities
destroying thousands of crosses on the hill, only for local people to
rebuild them overnight. Visitors I interviewed at the pyramid brought
up these stories when they discussed the legality of the glass dome covering the pyramid. One person asserted that if the authorities attempted
to destroy the dome they would be cursed like the Communists who
destroyed the crosses on the hill. In light of this history, the Pyramid
of Merkine_ can be understood as an evolving symbol echoing the resistance against the Soviet occupation of Lithuania. This understanding of
the pyramid also suggests insights into the Lithuanian religious milieu.
In the religious landscape of contemporary Lithuania, the Pyramid of
Merkine_ has struggled to find its place and resist delegitimization. It did
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Photo 6. Altar in the Home of Ž_e kas. Courtesy of Milda Ališauskien_e .

Photo 7. Flag in the Home of Ž_e kas. Courtesy of Milda Ališauskien_e .

not take long for the Catholic Church to respond to the pyramid phenomenon and the people attracted to it.50 In 2003, the bishop of
Kaišiadoriai wrote a letter to Catholic clergy and laypeople stating that
the Pyramid of Merkine_ was syncretistic and being used by New Age
adherents worldwide: it had no links to Catholicism. Moreover, the bishop
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wrote, attempts to invoke supernatural powers associated with the pyramid were a sin.51
_
This letter completed the rift between Povilas Žekas
and the Church
_
of his youth. Žekas
explained to me that the bishop’s letter was followed
by constant criticism during sermons at his local Catholic church in
_ prompting him to stop attending. Throughout my visits in
Merkine,
_
2010–2016, Žekas’
identification shifted from Roman Catholicism and
concern for its situation in Lithuania to being an outsider to the Church.
He emphasized that there were Catholic priests who visited the Pyramid
of Merkine_ and sometimes brought other people.52 As a consequence of
_
Žekas’
evolution and the interest of priests, the pyramid has been turning into a location of resistance against the hierarchical authority of the
Catholic Church.
_
Despite the bishop’s criticism, Žekas
continues to assert that he continuously receives messages from the same God in which Catholics
believe and that the majority of visitors to the Pyramid support him.
Indeed, in 2010 he replaced a glass lotus flower in the central part of
the pyramid with a carved wooden table with seven utensils, reminding
visitors of communion utensils used in the Catholic Church. One may
conclude that such a strategy helps visitors more easily connect the
pyramid to their Roman Catholic identity because a majority of
Lithuanians continue to declare adherence to the Catholic Church,
though they may not practice this faith.53
One of the turning points leading to the situation of the Pyramid of
_
Merkine_ within the Lithuanian religious landscape was Žekas’
public
response to the 2012 Phenomenon. He warned that humanity desperately needed to change spiritual values and reject consumerism, inviting
people to the pyramid to find spiritual power for such change and to
take shelter from possible imminent turmoil and cataclysm.54 He did not
emphasize the end of the world, but his position within that discussion
_
finally located him beyond the boundaries of Catholic orthodoxy. Žekas
used the 2012 Phenomenon, purportedly based on Mayan prophecies,
to attract visitors to the Pyramid, but his ideas about the end of the world
showed a complicated admixture of New Age ideas and Catholicism.
While his ideas were based upon Western Esoteric traditions, he expressed them in terms familiar and attractive to people living in
a Catholic environment.
_
It also is important to understand the role of science in Žekas’
efforts
to legitimize the Pyramid of Merkine_ religious movement. Benjamin E.
Zeller argues that new religions engage with science in two ways, either
‘‘as a means of claiming legitimacy’’ or by challenging normative
(Western) approaches to science.55 According to historian of religions
Mikael Rothstein, the contraposition of religion and science in the
Christian milieu promoted the rise of science as the dominant system
of meaning.56 During the Soviet period, the official ideology of scientific
51
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atheism, as well as Soviet modernization and forced secularization, conditioned the supremacy of scientific over religious explanations of phenomena in post-Communist societies.
_
In the beginning of my research in 2010, Žekas
attempted to use
science as a legitimating authority to claim the certainty of the pyramid’s
sacredness.57 His efforts at a scientific explanation have contributed to
the discussion about religion and science in contemporary Lithuania,
bringing insight into the process of secularization and the ways new
religions engage with science. However, the latest developments within
_
Žekas’s
teaching shows that he is not emphasizing the scientific legitimization of the pyramid so much anymore, but instead emphasizing his
spiritual experiences and revelations.

CONCLUSION
_ its socioIn this article, I have discussed the pyramid of Merkine,
historical origins, and its place within the religious landscape of
Lithuania. The analysis of this phenomenon discloses its inner complexity as well as developments and conflicts within the religious landscape in
contemporary Lithuania. From a sociological perspective, the Pyramid
of Merkine_ demonstrates the process of religious individuation and the
shift from reliance on outside religious authority towards inner spiritual
authority. It also illustrates the process of religious diversification within
the Roman Catholic culture in Lithuania, in which syncretistic beliefs
and practices find adherents who continue to declare themselves
Catholic.
The antagonism of both Church and State towards the Pyramid of
Merkine_ has turned it into a location of resistance against the authority
of both institutions, reminding Lithuanians of religious and national
resistance during the Soviet era and connecting Lithuanian religious
life in the Communist and post-Communist periods. The Pyramid of
Merkin e_ also has exposed the social constructions by which the
Roman Catholic Church has regained authority in post-Soviet Lithuania.
The Pyramid of Merkine_ has become one of the many local and
regional places of contemporary spiritual pilgrimage, attracting people
who consider themselves more spiritual than religious and prefer internal guidance over the external authority of organized religion.
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